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Selected Reading Test Question Frames for CCRS Reading Anchors

CCR R1 When does the =__- open on _?

CCR R1 Based on the art ic le,  which of  the fo l lowing is t rue?

CCR R1 According to the article, what is the most important way to -----------------?

CCR R1 Which paragraph/sentence suggests that -----------------?

CCR R1 Select the sentence from the first three paragraphs that most l ikely explains why ----------- decided

CCR R1 Based on the quotes in the art ic le,  how ?

CCR R1 Why is i t  surpr is ing that -- - decided to --------------?

CCR R2 What is the main idea of  the art ic le?

CCR R2 Which of  these are the two most important main ideas of  the art ic le?

CCR R2 What is the main purpose of  paragraph 1?

CCR R2 Which of  the fo l lowing answer choices would be another good t i t le for  the sect ion "  "?

CCR R2 which of  the fo l lowing answer choices would be the BEsr t i t le for  paragraphs 3-5?

CCR R2 Which sentence would be least /most important to include in a summary of  the art ic le?

CCR R2 Which sect ion of  the art ic le provides the best detai ls to explain

CCR R2 Given below are four quotes f rom the art ic le.  Which of  them helps support  the main idea of  the
art ic le?

CCR R2 Which of  the fo l lowing sentences does not belong in a summary of  the art ic le?

CCR R2 Which of  the fo l lowing sentences is a personal  opinion or judgment that  would not belong in a
summary of  the art ic le?

CCR R3 Read the instruct ions to assemble What is the next step after _?

CCR R3 Descr ibe the events that  lead to George Washington's decis ion to retreat f rom New york dur ing the
Revolut ionary War.

CCR R4 Read the t i t le of  the art ic le.  Which of  the fo l lowing words f rom the art ic le has the opposi te nre* ing
of the word "_" as used in the t i t le?

CCR R4 Read this sentence from the second paragraph. what does the word "_, '  mean ' rn th is
sentence?

CCR R4 Explain the meaning of  "  '  "  as the phrase is used in th is sentence from the sect ion;  j
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CCR R4 Read the sentence from the sect ion "- ' ' . "  Which of  the fo l lowing phrases from the paragraph is
an example of  an "_"?

CCR R4 What is the meaning of the phrase - as used in the fol lowing sentence from the
art ic le?

CCR R4 Read the sentence from the art ic le.  _ Which word f rom the introduct ion [paragraphs 1-3]  has
the SAME meaning as the word "harmful"?

CCR R4 Read the following sentence from the section "_."Select the answer choice that best describes
the meaning of  the phrase "_."

CCR R4 Which of the following phrases from the article is an example of ------------------?

CCR R4 Which word(s) have/has the same/opposite meaning of the word "--------------" as used in the
tit le/the introduction/paragraph--?

CCR R5 Select the paragraph from the section " " that shows how

CCR R5 Select  the sentence that shows

CCR R5 Which section describes

CCR R5 What role does sect ion " '  p lay in the art ic le as a whole?

CCR R5 Which of  the fo l lowing sentences accurately compares the sect ions "_" and "_"?

CCR R5 How does the f inal  paragraph contr ibute to the art ic le?

CCR R5 Select the section in the article that describes ----------------------

CCR R6 The writer's attitude toward is best described as

CCR R6 The wri ter  would l ikely agree that

CCR R6 The PRO and CON authors would l ikely agree that _

CCR R6 Which sentence from the CON art ic le would make the best reply to the PRO author 's c la im?

ccR 7 What does the photo contr ibute to the reader 's understanding of  the art ic le?

ccR 7 Use the publ ic transi t  schedule and the museum's hours to determine which bus to take to arr ive at
the museum at least 3 hours before closing?

CCR R8 How does the wri ter support  her viewpoint?

CCR R8 "_."  Which detai l  in the art ic le supports th is c la im?

CCR R9 Compare the _ in these two documents.  In which document more ?
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